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WIPRO MOCK TEST 1 Directions for Q1 to Q5: Select the correct option that fills the blank(s) to make the sentence meaningfully complete. 1 2



3 4



Karen’s neighbourhood ____________ comprises of small shop owners. (a) most (b) all (c) mostly



(d) together



The meeting in the office was held behind the ___________ doors. (a) close up (b) closing (c) close



(d) closed



After repeated washing, the coffee stain __________ from the white shirt. (a) vanished (b) vanishes (c) vanish



(d) vanishing



She studied _________ entire chapter for an hour before the examination. (a) in the (b) the (c) of the



(d) for the



5



Coach tells me that he ________ in the league since he was sixteen years old. (a) had been playing (b) will be playing (c) is playing (d) has been playing



6



Which of the following sentences is grammatically correct? (a) Rimsa sang the English song good. (b) Rimsa sang the English song well (c) Rimsa sang the English song better. (d) Rimsa sang the good English song. (e) Rimsa sang the song in English well.



7



In the question below, a part of the sentence is italicized; alternatives to the italicized part are given which may improve the construction of the sentence. Select the correct alternative. Ironically, if Riddick had just stolen the online money he could have stayed in the game. (a) Had just stolen the online money he should have been (b) Has just stolen the online money he could have (c) Had just stole the online money he could have been (d) Had just stolen the online money he could have (e) Had just stole the online money he should had



8



Read the sentence to find out whether there is any grammatical error in it. The error, if any will be in one part of the sentence. The letter of that part is the answer. Ignore the error of punctuation, if any. (A) Cellular mobility for rural women may be at (B) a nascent stage in India but (C)those who have it sweared (D) by the freedom it has brought them. (a) (A) (b) (B) (c) (C) (d) No error



9



Direction for Q9 to Q11: Select the word or phrase which best expresses the meaning of the given word. BASIS (a) Foundation (b) Words (c) Explanation (d) Correlate



10



Exhaust (a) Refresh



(b) Animate



(c) Sap



(d) Refurbish
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12



13



14



15 16



IRONIC (a) Inflexible



(b) Bitter



(c) Good-natured



(d) Disguisedly sarcastic



In this question, a part of the sentence is italicized; alternatives to the italicized part are given which may improve the construction of the sentence. Select the correct alternative. The highlight of the movie was that it could evoke pathos even with a simple message. (a) poignancy (b) Discussion (c) Mirth (d) Laughter Direction for Q13 to Q16: Select the option that is most nearly OPPOSITE to the meaning of the given word. GAUNT (a) Emaciated (b) Somber (c) Plump (d) Piquant TRAJECTORY (a) Ground movement (b) Anticipated result



(c) Elevation



(d) Flight



SEDATE (a) Flighty



(b) Peaceful



(c) Loiter



(d) Calm



ALTRUISM (a) Conservative



(b) Repugnant



(c) Combativeness



(d) Selfishness



Direction for Q17 to Q19: Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow The economic transformation of India is one of the great business stories of our time. As stifling government regulations have been lifted, entrepreneurship has flourished, and the country has become high-powered center for information technology and pharmaceuticals. Indian companies like Infosys and Wipro are powerful global players, while Western firms like GE and I.B.M now have major research in India employing thousands. India’s seemingly endless flow of young motivated engineers, scientists and managers offering developed world skills at developing world wages is held to be putting American jobs at risk and the country is frequently heralded as “ the next economic super-power”. But India has run into a surprising hitch on its way to super-power status. Its inexhaustible supply of workers is becoming exhausted. Although India has one of the youngest workforces on the planet, the head of Infosys said recently that there was an acute shortage of skilled manpower”, and study by Hewitt Associate projects that this year salaries for skilled workers will rise fourteen and a half percent, assuring that demand for skilled labour is outstripping supply. How is this possible in a country that every year produces two and a half million college graduates and four hundred thousand engineers? Start with the fact that just ten percent of Indians get any kind of post-secondary education, compared with some fifty percent who do in the U.S. Moreover, of that ten percent. The vast majority go to one of India’s seventeen thousand colleges, many of which are closer to community colleges than to four-year institutions. Many Indian graduates therefore enter the workforce with a low level of skills. A current study led by Vivek Wechawa of Duke University, has found that if you define “engineer” by U.S Standards, India produces just a hundred and seventy thousand engineers a year, not four hundred thousand. Infosys says that of1.3 million applicants for jobs last year, it found only two percent acceptable. There was a time when many economists believe that post-secondary education did not have much impact on economic growth, The really important educational gains, they thought,



WIPRO MOCK TEST 1 came from giving rudimentary skills to large numbers of people( which India still needs to doatleast thirty percent of the population is illiterate). They believed that, in economic terms, society got a very low rate of return on investment in university education in India has been calculated an impressive nine or ten percent. In other words, every dollar India puts in to higher education creates value for economy as a whole. Yet India spends roughly three and a half percent of its GDP on education, significantly below the percentage spent by the US, even though India’s population is much younger and spending on education should be proportionately higher. 17



What can be the appropriate title to the passage? (a) Growing Indian (b) Higher education (c) India’s skill economy in India shortage



(d) Entrepreneurship in India



18



In the fourth sentence of the third paragraph of the passage, the phrase “closer to community colleges” is used what does it imply? (a) Near to community colleges (c) Close association with community colleges (b) Like community colleges (d) None of these



19



According to the passage, what is the paradox of the Indian economy today? (a) The economic progress is impressive, but the poor( earning one dollar per day) are not benefited (b) The economic progress is impressive disallowing the government does not realize this (c) Government is not ready to invest in setting up new universities (d) None of these Direction for Q 20 and Q21: Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow Sixty years ago, on the evening of August 14, 1947 a few hours before Britain’s Indian Empire was formally divided in to the nation-states of India and Pakistan, Lord Louis Mountbatten and his wife, Edwina sat down in the vice regal mansion in New Delhi to watch the latest Bob Hope movie, “My Favourite Brunette”. Large parts of the sub-continent were descending in to chaos, as the implications of partitioning the Indian Empire along religious lines became clear to the millions of Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs caught on the wrong side of the border. In the next few months, some twelve million people would be uprooted and as many as a million murdered. But on that night in the mid-August the bloodbath- and the fuller consequences of hasty imperial retreat- still lay in the future and the Mount battens probably felt they earned their evening’s entertainment.



20



While the Mount battens were sitting down to their Bob hope movie, India’s constituent assembly was convening in New Delhi. The moment demanded grandiloquence and Jawaharlal Nehru, Gandhi’s closest disciple and soon to be India’s first Prime Minister, provided it. “Long years ago, we made a tryst with destiny, “he said. “ At the stroke of the midnight hour, while the world sleeps, India will awaken to life and freedom. A moment comes, which comes but rarely in history, when we step out from the new, when an age ends, and when the soul of a nation, long suppressed finds utterance. In the view of the author, what does Nehru’s phrase ‘Tryst with destiny’ symbolize today, (a) A celebration of Indian independence. (b) An inspirational quote. (c) A reminder of Gandhi’s assassination. (d) A symbol of the ills of the partition.
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The author persists on talking about the “Bob hope movie “in the article. Why? (a) Because the movie was a classic of 1947 (b) He thinks it caused the partition of the sub –continent. (c) He uses that to show the apathy of the British men towards the sub-continent. (d) It was Mountbatten’s favourite movie. Quantitative Ability:



1



What are the value of x and Y in 72X 23Y for it to be perfectly divisible by 88? (a) X=1 & Y=5 (b) X=7 & Y=5 (c) X=3 & Y=2 (d) X=7 & Y=2



2



Use the property of logarithms to solve the following equation Log( ( ab ( d+2 ) / c3 ) ) (a) log a-log b- log (d+2)+log c (c) log a+log b+log(d+2)-3 log c (b) log a-log b-log (d)*log(2))+ log c (d) log a+log b+ (log(d+2)/3 log c)



3



log 3600 equal to? (a) 2log 6+1 (b) 6log 2+16log 2+1



(c) 2log 6+2 (d) 6log 2+2



4



What is the difference between the L.C.M and the H.C.F of the numbers 20, 30, 40? (a)100 (b)110 (c)120 (d)130



5



Which of the following is true for the value of 0.999? (a) It is equal to 1 (b) It is less than 1 (c) It is equal to 0.9



(d) None of the above



6



Sudhir goes to the market once in every 64 days and Sushil goes to the same market once in every 72 days. They meet each other one day. How many days later will they meet each other again? (a) 16 (b) 64 (c) 240 (d) 576



7



The average of 7 numbers is 50. The average of three of them is 40, while the average of the last three is 60. What must be the remaining number? (a) 65 (b) 55 (c) 50 (d)45



8



When the price of a pair of shoes is decreased by 10 %, the number of pairs sold gets increased by 20 %. What is the net effect on the sales? (a) 8% decrease (b) 10% decrease (c) 10 % increase (d) 8% increase



9



Simplify [{(1/8)-1}-4]-1 (a) 4906 (b) 4096



(c) 4960



(d) 4690



10



The question consist of two statements -1 and 2. Find out if the information given in the statement(s) is sufficient to find the solution to the problem. What will be the cost of fencing a rectangular compound if the wire costs Rs.20 per meter? Given : 1.Area = 40m2 2. Length = 2 x Breadth (a) only 1 (b) only 2 (c) Either 1 or 2 (d) Both 1 and 2



11



3 x ( 44 + 43 + 42 + 4 + 1) = (a) 1019 (b) 1029



(c) 1026



(d) 1023
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In a party, a dress code is mandatory for all. 16 friends get ready for the party but out of them only 4 actually attend it in accordance with the dress code. What is the probability of rejection of an invitee because of inappropriate dress? (a) 3/4 (b) 1/4 (c) 2/16 (d) ½



13



Mumbai Rajdhani takes 16 hours to reach Mumbai from Delhi while Swarsi express takes 20 hours. The ratio of the speeds of the two is? (a) 1:4 (b) 4:5 (c) 5:4 (d) 3:2



14



log (2.3) = 0.3617, then log (23) + log (0.23) = (a) -2.3617 (b) 0.3617



15



16



(c) 0.9145



(d) -0.9149



a/b is a fraction where a


17



What will be the compound interest on the sum of Rs.5500 invested for 3 years at 5% p.a ? (a) Rs.886 (b) Rs.1080 (c) Rs.1280 (d) Rs.950



18



8 friends are to be seated around a table. Find the probability that A & B never sit next to each other (a) 2/7 (b) 5/7 (c) 3/8 (d) 5/8



19



A man earns Rs. 24000 per month. He spends one- third of his income on the personal expenditure. Half of the remaining income is invested in a scheme at 15 % interest p.a. After investing, half of what is left is invested in a scheme which gives 10 % interest p.a. The remaining lies in a bank, where it earns an interest of 4% p.a. The effective rate of interest earned by the man on his investment at the end of the year is (a) 19% (b) 10% (c) 11% (d) 29% (e)12.33%



20



Five students have not been absent for the entire first semester. They are asked to draw one pass each simultaneously from a bag that has 5 movie passes and 5 meal passes. Parul and Mini are the first two students to draw. What is the probability that both draw movie passes? (a) 5/6 (b) ½ (c) 2/9 (d) 4/5
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In a class of 50 students, the average age of girls is 12.3 years and that of boys is 12.5 years. If the average age of the class is 12.42 years, the number of boys and girls in the class are (a) (25,50) (b) (20,30) (c) (30,20) (d) (35,15) (e) (40,10)
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In a game each person is dealt three cards from a deck of 52 cards & a player is said to have a winning deck if & only if he or she has a king, queen & a jack each , irrespective of the colour of the sign. What is the total possible number of winning decks for this game?` (a)1 (b)4 (c)16 (d)64 (e)128



23



Five friends Megha, Meghna, Mehak, Menaka & Menakshi are to be seated on a round table such that Megha never sits next to Meghna. In how many ways it is possible?
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The value of (a) 2775



72P 2



(b) 4! X 2



(c) 3! X 2



(d) 3!



(b) 150



(c) 5402



(d) None of the above



is



Logical Ability: 1



The question consists of a problem question followed by two statements I and II. Find out if the information given in the statement(s) is sufficient in finding the solution to the problem. Statements: I : He was born after 19th but before 25th September II: He was born in a leap year. (a) Statement I alone is sufficient. (b) Statement II alone is sufficient. (c) Both statements put together are sufficient. (d) Both the statements even put together are not sufficient.
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The question consists of a problem question followed by two statements I and II. Find out if the information given in the statement(s) is sufficient in finding the solution to the problem. How many cutleries are there on the shelf? Statements: I : If 7 cutlery are removed , the shelf will contain less than 23 cutlery II : If 6 more cutlery are placed on the shelf then the total number of cutlery on the shelf will be more than 30 (a) Statement I alone is sufficient in answering the problem question. (b) Statement II alone is sufficient in answering the problem question. (c) Either of the statements is sufficient in answering the problem question. (d) Both the statements even put together are not sufficient in answering the problem question. Direction for Q3 to Q6: Based on the information given below and answer the questions that follow (i) Six friends P, Q, R, S, T & U are members of a club and play a different game of football, cricket, tennis, basketball, badminton and volleyball. (ii) T who is taller than P & S plays tennis. (iii) The tallest among them plays basketball. (iv) The shortest among them plays volleyball. (v) Q &S neither play volley ball nor basket ball. (vi) R plays volleyball. (vii) T is between Q who plays football and P in order of heights.



3



4



Who among them is the shortest? (a)Q (b) T



(c) U



(d) Data inadequate



(e) None of these



Who among them play basketball? (a) Q (b) R



(c) S



(d) U



(e) None of these
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6



Which one of the following statements is not true? (a) P is shorter (b) Q is taller (c) S is taller than R than S than R



(d) T is taller than R



(e) U is taller than Q



Who will be in the third place if they are arranged in the descending order? (a)Q (b) P (c) S (d) T



(e)None of these
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Decode the words as per the pattern given in the question. In a certain language RIPPLE is written as 785514. What is the coder of PILLER in that language? (a) 561147 (b) 561174 (c) 581174 (d) 581147
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Decode the words as per the pattern given in the question. If sports is coded as TOPQUR, then GAME is coded as (a) HZND (b) FBNF (c) HBND



(d) FZNF



Select the right option from the given alternatives. AIE : FNJ : : KSO : ? (a) PWU (b) PXT (c) LYT



(d) QXU



9



10



11



12



13



Decode the words as per the pattern given in the question “Sky is blue” is written as “rar bar tar”, “ reach in sky” is written as “ car tar har”, “blue bird flying “ is written as “bar war mar” and reach your hand is written as “har sar jar”. How is “ bird flying in sky “ is written ? (a) war mar car tar (b) car bar war mar (c) war bar tar har (d) Cannot be determined Find the next number. 20, 22, 26, 32, ... (a)34 (b) 40 (c) 36 (d) 38 Select the right one from the given alternatives, ADWZ : FIBE : : KNPM : (a) PSUT (b) PSUR (c) PSER



(d) PVUR



Direction for Q13 and Q14: Answer the questions based on the given information Following are the criteria for the allotment of residential accommodation by an organization to its employees. The employee must (i) have completed 10 years in the organization out of which at least 4 years should have been spent as a manager. (ii) not have more than 5 members in the family. (iii) have atleast 5 years of service remaining, the retirement age being 58. (iv) not have his/her own house. (v) not be staying in the house owned by his/her spouse. (vi) In case if an employee who satisfies all the above conditions except (i) and joined the organization as a manager, should be referred to the Managing Director. Sarneev osman has three members in the family including him in the family. He is a senior manager for last four years and has been working in the organization for the last 12 years. He will be retiring from the organization in the year 2007 (a) Employee is to be provided with accommodation (b) Employee is not to be provided with the accommodation (c) Insufficient data



WIPRO MOCK TEST 1 (d) The employee’s case is to be referred to the finance director. (e)The employee’s case is to be referred to the managing director. 14



Meena Thakur was promoted as a manager five years back after opening in the organization in 1988 as a clerk. She stays with her husband and children in the rented house and she does not own any house. She was 47 years old as on 23rd April 2000 (a) Employee is to be provided with accommodation (b) Employee is not to be provided with the accommodation (c) Insufficient data (d) The employee’s case is to be referred to the finance director. (e) The employee’s case is to be referred to the managing director.
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Choose the answer option that arranges the given set of words in the most meaningful order. The words when put in order should make logical sense according to size, quality, occurrence of events, value, appearance, nature, process,...e.t.c 1.Consultation 2.Illness 3.Doctor 4.Treatment 5.Recovery (a) 23145 (b) 23415 (c) 43125 (d) 51432
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Select the right option from the given alternatives. Pointing towards a person in the photograph Pinki said ,“ He is the cousin of my mother’s husband”. How is the person related to Pinki ? (a)Father (b)Uncle (c)Brother (d)Brother in law
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Select the right option from the given alternatives: A girl is facing west. She turns 45 degrees in the clockwise direction and then 135 degrees in the anticlockwise direction. Which direction is she facing now? (a) South-West (b) North- West (c) South (d)West



18



The given signs signify something and on that basis, assume the given statements to be true and find which of the two conclusions I and II is/are definitely true. A+B means A is equal to B. A-B means A is not equal to B. A€B means A is greater than B. A*B means A is less than B. A/B means A is greater than or equal to B Statements: D/G , G+F ,F€E Conclusions: I : D + F II : E € G (a) Only I is true. (b) Only II is true. (c) Both are correct. (d) None of these.
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Select the right option from the alternatives: A man is facing north. He turns 270 degree in the anticlockwise direction and then 45 degrees in the clockwise direction and then another 135 degrees in the anticlockwise direction. Which direction is he facing now? (a) North-West (b) West (c) North (d) North-east
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Based on the given passage find out which of the following statements can be inferred from the passage. It is but natural for Muslims, who had the holy Prophet in the highest esteem to get anguished, distressed and dismayed at those who deliberately and maliciously produced infamous movie. However, the reaction goes contrary to the Islamic principles. The love for the prophet can be



WIPRO MOCK TEST 1 better displayed by following examples and respecting his status of being ‘Rahmatul Lil Alamin ’ ( mercy for the words), and adhering to his teachings. (a) Islam has been hijacked by the certain local extremists who believe in spreading violence and hatred. (b) The infamous movie should be banned for its insensitive and improper footages violating Islam principles. (c) It is justified for Muslims to react angrily as the movie does portray the true essence of Islam. (d) The reaction of the Muslims to the movie is not in accordance with the Islamic principles and teachings 21



Based on the given passage find out which of the following statements can be inferred from the passage. Most television viewers estimate how frequently a particular type of accident or crime occurs by how extensively it is discussed on television news shows.TV news shows report more on the stories that include dramatic pictures such as fires and motor vehicle accidents than they do on common stories that have little visual drama such as bookkeeping fraud. (a) It is easier for crimes such as bookkeeping fraud to get unnoticed (b) Viewers of TV shows tend to overestimate the number of fires and motor vehicle accidents that occur relative to the book keeping frauds (c) The time that TV news reporters spend researching news stories is directly related to the number of viewers who will be affected by events like those in news stories. (d) None of these.



22



Based on the given passage find out which of the following statements can be inferred from the passage. The dominant modern belief is that the soundest foundation of the peace would be universal prosperity. One may look in van for historical evidence that the rich have regularly been more against the poor, that their aggressiveness stemmed from fear and that the situation would be quite different if everybody were rich. (a) Universal prosperity as a foolproof measure of peace can no longer be accepted. (b) A lot of aggression in the world stems from the desire of the haves to defend themselves against the have-nots. (c) Both (a) & (b). (d) Neither (a) & (b)
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